Toops 2006 is also notable for surveying cases of possible German lin---guistic interference in Upper Sorbian and ranking them according to degrees of likelihood. This article makes an important contribution to the ongoing assessment of the role of German linguistic influence in western Slavic languages (cf. in this regard similar efforts by Berger [2008] and Reindl [2005] ).
One case of German interference in Upper Sorbian aspectual pre---fixation has, as far as I am aware, been placed in the wider context of the contact---induced breakdown of the Upper Sorbian aspectual system solely in the analysis presented by Toops (1992a) . This is the loss of derived imperfectives paired with prefixed perfective verbs of motion and their replacement by constructions of the simplex imperfective plus adverb. For example, perfective wuńć 'go out' is no longer paired with the derived imperfective † wuchadźeć 'idem', but with the imperfective simplex won hić 'out go'. Toops (1992a: 13) points out that the replacement of derived imperfectives has only occurred in the directly spatial meaning of the prefixed verbs of motion, and that in figurative meanings the derived imperfective verbs are still employed (e.g., Nowiny wuchadźeja tydźensce 'The newspaper comes out weekly'). The significance of this development for theories of aspect and aspectual prefixation has not yet been recognized. Note that Toops (2001) also treats similar phenomena in Latvian. It is possible that such "paraphrastic imperfectives" are characteristic of proto---aspectual sys---tems or aspectual systems otherwise characterized by a low degree of grammaticalization. This phenomenon deserves more attention, as it is very relevant for the synchronic and diachronic analysis of Slavic ver---bal aspect (and, again, the issue of German interference). It is sad that Professor Toops is no longer with us to contribute to the study of this phenomenon.
In general, Professor Toops's work on causatives and verbal aspect is marked by meticulous attention to sometimes subtle discourse fac---tors and never slips into convenient, reductivist arguments. This is one reason why his articles will not lose their relevance for the study of the Slavic verb in the foreseeable future.
It should be noted that Professor Toops translated Heinz Schuster---Šewc's Gramatika hornjoserbskeje rěče: Fonomatika a morfologija into English, which allows generalists an insight into this language.
Lastly I would point out that Professor Toops's writings consist---ently display careful attention to style and terminological precision and have always been a pleasure to read. His impeccable use of Latin grammatical terminology somehow emanates a love of and respect for linguistic tradition without being distracting. With this in mind, I will close with the following wish: Requiescat in pace.
